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K-1 Setup     1992 
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The CPA did the accounting for the Testamentary Trust created by our Dad's Will and for our Mother's  Estate in 1991.
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Page 16 of actual 12th account
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Page 17 of actual 12th account
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Frame Client 
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Actual 12th
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(Less exhibits)
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History suggests that the accountants would financial destroy Jean Nader  under the guise of protecting her from me, before they would allow Bk467p191 to be exposed:
1993.10.31   (Anthony O'Connell to Jean Nader) (Copy to Sheila O'Connell)
"As you know, you and Mr. White are serving without bond as co-executors of mother's estate. 
Would you please get bonded as soon as possible in order to protect our inheritance? I can not stress the importance or urgency, of getting bonded, enough. In the event that Mr. White will attempt to talk you out of it, I hope you will persevere.
Sincerely, Tony"
1993.11.05   (Edward White to E. A. Prichard, in part) 
"Next, I was informed by Mrs. Nader last week that Mr. O'Connell has demanded that we be bonded. The will flatly states otherwise and to do so would be in violation of our office." 
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(Less exhibits)
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Sticky Note
The 12th and 13th accounts had previously been declared delinquent and penalties and interest paid  for the delinquent 12th account.
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Sticky Note
I don't understand how my trusting the advice of the accountants at this time, and my repeating that advice, makes me responsible for their advice and not  the accountants. 
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I don't understand why the Judges are not told that an exceptions to the Commissioner's report for the estate of Jean O'Connell has been on file since June 16, 1994.
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     Missing 
   $ 518,903 
April 21,1992 
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                                              $545,820.43 - $26,917.17 = $518,903.26A cash payment of $545,820.43 was made to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note. But only the interest of $26,917.17 was reported. The difference of $518, 903.26 disappeared. The note continues to be reported to the State and the IRS as late as April 10, 1995, as if it were still on schedule to mature on April 21, 1995. The Lynch Note disappears between the First and Second Court Accounts without explanation.     
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April 21, 1992
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This is cover. The $545,820.43 cash payment to the Estate the day before is not mentioned. This is cover by setting me up and using trusting Jean Nader for the most part to unwittingly carry it out  which makes it appear as if the confusion and conflict [cover] being planted between me and my sister comes from our family. Jean Nader is so innocent she did not understand that I was not supposed to see this letter and she sent me a copy. 
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This places the filing of the Trust Account before the filing of the Estate Tax Return that is due on June 15, 1992. This makes it easier to entangle the Trust accounting with the Estate Tax Return accounting. Both accounts were done by the CPA Joanne Barnes. 
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This letter plants at least nine set ups.  Jean Nader will be used to  carry out some if not most of them.  Notice that right out of the block the Attorney is advising our sister to take me to Court. I could not get one authority to stop this go-to-Court agenda. Twenty years layer Jean Nader is used to take me to Court and our family is dis-empowered.The public is led to believe that this will be a fiduciary relationship. Our Mother did not want money to disappear from her estate or her family torn apart to cover it up. Someone should tell the public how this really works. 
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I don't understand why it was known on April 22, 1992, but not known on May 19, 1992. 

!992.04.22 (edward white to jean nader)"Debt from Harold O'Connell Trust   659.97"1992.05.19 (edward white to anthony o'connell)"2. The K-1 filed by the Trust showed a payment of $816.00 in interest to the estate. You sent a check in the amount of $1475.97 to the estate. What was the remaining $659.97? Do I have this confused with the tax debt/credit situation which ran from the Third Accounting?

anthonyoconnell
1992.04.21 Note paid off in full (prematurely)1992.04.22 Note reported as if it had been paid off on 1992.04.21
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(No initials or date)
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Estate accounting
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The $816.00 and 659.97 in this estate accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on March 20, 1993.
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False Complaint 
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                                                              (In part)29. On August 8, 2000, an Eleventh Account for the Harold Trust was approved by the Commissioner of Accounts for the Circuit Court of Fairfax County and determined to be a final account.30. Anthony repeatedly and unsuccessfully challenged the Commissioner's determination and requested, inter alia, that the Court and the Commissioner of Accounts investigate a debt of $659.97 that he alleged was owed to the Harold Trust by Mrs. O'Connell's estate. In these proceedings, the Commissioner stated, and the court agreed, that there was no evidence to support Anthony's claims that a debt existed and, if so, that it was an asset of the Harold Trust.31. Anthony's repeated and unsuccessful challenges to the rulings of the Commissioner of Accounts and the Circuit Court in connection with the Eleventh Account, and his persistence in pursuing his unfounded claims to the present day, demonstrate that he is unable to administer the Harold Trust effectively and reliably.32. It is in the best interests of the beneficiaries of the Harold Trust that, upon the sale of the Property, the net sale proceeds be distributed in an orderly and expedient manner. Based on Anthony's actions, he is not the proper individual to fulfill the trustee's duties in administering the Harold Trust.33. The removal of Anthony as trustee best serves the interests of the beneficiaries of the Harold Trust.)
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What and where is the Court ruling? Is  Commissioner Wilson's August 8, 2000, Report  to the Judges being called a court ruling? If not, what is?
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      Accounting entanglement or "659s": 

An accounting entanglement is intentionally confused accounting created by the accountants and made to appear to come from their clients. Whoever controls the accounting entanglement controls the people and assets that are entangled. It is used as a wedge and takeover tool and as cover.

Small amounts are used to make them appear unworthy of correcting, as if the issue were the amount. But the issue is not the amount; the issue is that they are accounting entanglements. One indicator of the importance of accounting entanglements is that the accountants who create them, report them, approve them, and frame their clients with them, don't recognize them. The accountants have the power to remove them but their clients don't. The accountants have 100% control and 0% accountability and their clients have 0% control and 100% accountability. Forever.

The accounting trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 is by far the simplest example of an accounting entanglement in blueprint2p. If the accounting trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 is not recognized common sense suggests that something is wrong. Because this example is so clear accounting entanglements are sometimes refferred to as "659s"
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Why did the Trustee's 12th account addressing this disappear?Why did the Trustees Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report addressing this disappear? 
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Is there some way to expose bk467p191 without the accountants using innocent members of the Court and our family to put the attempt  in conflict with the Court and our family?
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What and where is the Court ruling? Is  Commissioner Wilson's August 8, 2000, Report  to the Judges being called a court ruling? If not, what is?
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1,475-816=659 



 

 
1,475.97 – 816.00 = 659.97 
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Recorded in trust accounting
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Recorded in estate accounting
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Please judge for yourself. Otherwise you will not believe it. Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same. For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. If the 1,475.97 and the 816.00 were corrected to the same number, the problem of accounting entanglement would be removed. For the Estate, she reported  the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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                                                                         1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Estate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97" (From Trust account at bk480p1768)What accounting trail(s) did Commissioner Jesse B. Wilson, III, approve for these numbers if not 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97?
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                                                                         Is it fair to say I was removed as Trustee for exposing the accounting trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 in the Court records? That was intended to cover up the disappearance of $518,903.26? ($545,820.43 was received from the premature payoff of the Lynch Note 1 but it was recorded as $26,917.17 received in the Court records.).(Schedule F of the second amended estate tax return shows Lynch Note 1 as being reported to the IRS as if it had not been prematurely paid off in full on April 21, 1992, but was continuing on it's scheduled path to mature on April 21, 1995.)                                                                      1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Esate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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Trust accounting
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The $1,475.97 in this trust accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on October 4, 1993: I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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What accounting trail is Commissioner Jesse Wilson approving if not 1,475.97 - 816,00 = 659.97?
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                                                                         1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Esate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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Estate accounting
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The $816.00 and 659.97 in this estate accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on March 20, 1993.I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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What accounting trail is Commissioner Jesse Wilson approving if not 1,475.97 - 816,00 = 659.97?
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                                                                         1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Esate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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